
Handling & Care Instructions

Paladin Radiators



Important! Delivery & Heavy Goods Handling Information:

Please refer to HSE manual handling guidelines beforeattempting to lift this product.


not insured

Someonemust inspect, check and sign for the delivery. If any radiators or ancillariesare not 
inspected when delivered they must be signed for as ‘unchecked’.Please do not sign the delivery 
sheet if any items are missing.If possible, whilst the driver is still with you, we advise that you 
unwrap andinspect your radiator(s) to ensure you are in receipt of the correct itemsincluding all of 
the fixtures and fittings. 


very important

The delivery driver is only able to stop at the closest point on the road (or largelorry accessible hard 
standing) and, where legally possible, adjacent to thedelivery address. Due to health and safety 
legislation the driver is prohibited fromlifting any heavy goods (25kg = max. single person lift). They are 

 toenter the property. It is your responsibility to organise the manpower thereafter tobe 
available to move your radiators to a suitable and dry storage area. 


In the unlikely event of there being adiscrepancy or if any visible damage or faults are apparent, you 
must contactyour retailer immediately. In respect of signed for (but unchecked) deliveries anyqueries, 
visible damage or faults must be reported to your supplier within 24hours of receipt of the order to 
record a claim.


It is not possible to accept back any radiator or ancillary on the grounds ofsuitability, damage or visible 
faults once it has been installed.


The diagrams below give you  handling information and will helpprevent operational 
issues: Please note and follow them carefully!

Lift from one end
DO NOT!

Carry radiators flat
DO NOT!

Lift in centre
ALWAYS!

Keep sections vertical
ALWAYS!
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Handling, Installation & Care

Delivery

Every Cast Iron radiator has been carefully built by craftsmen to your particular specifications.It has 
been fully pressure tested to ensure water tightness then finished using high qualitymaterials. We want 
your delivery and installation to go as smoothly as is possible so pleaseread all of the information 
provided. If you have any questions or queries please do nothesitate to contact your supplier.


Mishandling after delivery and poor storage or installation can lead to faults and possibly leaks.In order 
to ensure that your radiators remain in good condition, please read this informationsheet carefully and 
retain for your future records.

Maximum Operating Pressure = 2.5 bar (max. test pressure = 3.3 bar)

Neo Georgian Range Maximum Operating Pressure = 6 bar (max. test pressure = 7.8 bar)

Cast iron radiators are very heavy: Please ensure you have 
enough manpower available tomove your order when it 
arrives. Whilst your radiator is on a pallet, its full length is 
supported.Once the radiator is removed from the pallet it must 
be carried in the upright position (columnsvertical) at all times. 
The gasket seals could become compromised (more likely with 
longerradiators) if you carry the radiator unsupported 
horizontally as it creates a considerable strainon the joints and 
this may result in a leak also please do not drag the radiator 
around the feetcould be snapped off!

Tip: It may help to insert suitably strong pieces of wood between 
the sections to aid carrying  (Fig.1 opposite). 

The Custom Finished Radiator
If you have ordered one of our paint finishes all care has been taken to avoid damageto your radiator 
during transit however if any light marking has occurred duringthe handling, unpacking, installation 
and use of your radiator we provide a colourmatched touch up paint pot (for historical or metallic 
finishes only) with every order.Painted finishes only require occasional light dusting with a lint free 
cloth, no harsh orabrasive chemicals should be used.

Always Never refer to HSE guidelines when lifting heavy objects.  attempt to lift heavyradiators on your 
own! Always wear and use suitable protective equipment.

The Hand Polished Radiator
Our specialised expert hand polishing creates a particularly handsome bright finishedcast iron surface. 
It is lacquered to protect the surface and it will only requireoccasional light dusting with a lint free cloth, 
no harsh or abrasive chemicals shouldbe used.
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Extremely Important! System Water Treatment
Cast iron radiators are suitable for use on sealed or open vented heating systemsonly. They must not be 
used on secondary HWS circuits. Upon completion of theinstallation the entire system must be 
thoroughly cleaned and flushed to removedebris and flux residues etc. When a chemical cleanser is 
used it must be thoroughlyflushed from the system, following this procedure the system must be dosed 
with ahigh-quality water treatment to prevent corrosion. Always use a Buildcert approvedinhibitor.


We recommend  products for your system water treatment as these productsare fully compatible 
with our radiators. Please note that not all system watertreatments available have been tested to be 
compatible with our products. Alwaysensure and maintain (for the long term) the correct amount of 
treatment in yoursystem. Please visit  for further information.


System design, flushing and dosing must be in accordance with BS 5449, 1990, BSEN 12828:2003 and 
BS 7593. We strongly recommend that you do not use artificiallysoftened water in the heating system 
as this type of treatment may cause excessivecorrosion issues. It is important to note that failure to 
observe these requirementswill render the guarantee on the products void. Corrosion inhibitors must be 
used inaccordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and recommendations and shouldtake into 
account the particular metals within the system.

Fernox

www.fernox.com

Bush/Valve Installation
Please note that a unique feature of cast iron radiators is that the top and bottomthreads on one side of 
the radiator are Left Hand threaded. This means that any LeftHand threaded bushes tighten into these 
threads in a counter-clockwise direction.The top air vent bush and the fitting below are Left Hand 
threads (the female subthread within these bushes is standard Right-Hand thread). Never force a bush
into the radiators thread, double check the bush and radiator threads for correctorientation. The bushes 
on the opposite end of the radiator are Right-Hand threads(so undo/tighten in the usual way).


When fitting a valve tail or air vent into the Left-Hand bush you will need to ‘holdagainst’ the bush with 
a suitable flat faced wrench to prevent this bush fromunscrewing/loosening.


The excessive use of jointing materials when making the valve tails/vents into thebushes can sometimes 
crack the cast iron bush. It is recommended to use thecorrect amount of PTFE tape to make this joint. 
Other sealing compounds canbe used and care should be taken to ensure they do not come into contact 
withbush gaskets. Whilst you do need to firmly tighten fittings in please do NOTexcessively over tighten 
as this could lead to failure of the component.


The male (external) large thread of each bush fitting on the airvent side of the 
radiator is a Left-Hand thread i.e. turns counter-clockwise to tighten.The internal sub-threads of these 
bushes are standard Right-Hand thread so screwthe valve tail and air vent into these bushes in the 
usual way (clockwise). The radiatorsection and bush threads at the opposite end of the radiator are both 
Right Handthreads.


 For trouble free operation always fit your TRV (Thermostatic Radiator Valve)onto the heating 
flow pipe work. Failure to fit the TRV on the heating flow will causeunsatisfactory operation and could 
result in excessively noisy operation (waterhammer).


 Your heating engineer will be familiar with the requirementto balance the 
radiators when they commission the system. Getting this right isimportant to the operational 
performance of your radiators. What is trying to beachieved is that each radiator has a sufficient share 
of the available heated water. Thisis achieved through adjusting the lock-shield valves on the radiators 

Reminder on Bushes: 

Valves:

Balancing the System:
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(turning downthe lock-shield valves on radiators that are closest to the pump and opening thelock- 
shield valves further from the pump). In this way you ‘share’ the available heatevenly around the system. 
Do this with the TRV/wheel-head valves fully open andthen use the TRV/wheel-head for local room 
control of the temperature.

Wall Stay Installation
Wall stays are typically clamped between the rear columns of the radiator andscrewed securely to the 
wall. The threaded rod should then be cut to length to suitfinal positioning (Fig. 2)
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Assembly/Breakdown Instructions

for Cast Iron Radiators

Place the radiator sections to be joined onto a clean firm and flat surface ensuring that themachined 
faces and internal threads are perfectly clean.


Each radiator section has Right-Hand (female) threaded connections on one sideand Left-
Hand threaded (female) connections on the other.


 The bithreaded nipples also have a Left and Right Hand male thread made onto eachend. For 
correct assembly you will need to identify the orientation of the connections on theradiator assemblies. 
For each section to be joined there are 2 joints to be made. Each jointrequires one nipple and one gasket. 
A joining tool will then be used internally to rotate andtighten the nipples.

Sections: 

Nipples:

Place a gasket on each nipple at the nipples mid-point then (once you have correctly matched the
section/nipple threads) screw them by half to one turn a pair of nipples into the end of the radiator 
sectionas per Fig.2. 


Only screw these in by half to one turn, do not screw them in fully.Remember: 

Do not apply any jointing pastes or tape (e.g. Boss White, 
PTFE, hemp etc) to the gaskets, threads of thenipples or to the 
radiator.


Now slide the other radiator block to align with thenipples 
(Fig.3)


Lay the joining tool over the top of the radiator sothat the 
head is in line with the nipple to be turned.Mark the key so 
that when it is inserted, the headaligns and engages inside 
the nipple. 
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firmly tighten.


Refer to the Help & Information Sheet for Cast Iron Radiator Handling, Installation and Carefor guidance 
on the handling and movement of your radiators.

Finally fit the bushes with the gaskets (no jointing pastes etc to be applied) ensuring the correct thread 
orientations are observed and firmly tighten.


Refer to the Help & Information Sheet for Cast Iron Radiator Handling, Installation and Carefor guidance 
on the handling and movement of your radiators.

Maximum Operating Pressure = 3bar

Maximum Test Pressure = 3.9bar

Slide the keyin from the open end of the waterway (Fig.4)until it 
engages into the nipple that is to betightened.


Pull the section blocks together on the initialtightening to help 
ensure the nipple/section threadsare turning into each other.


By turning the joining tool you will start to draw thetwo radiator 
assemblies together. At this stage onlyrotate each nipple by one 
turn.


Tighten the joints to firmly compress the gaskets.


Finally fit the bushes with the gaskets (no jointing pastes etc to be 
applied) ensuring the correct thread orientations are observed and 

Assembly/Breakdown instructions
for Cast iron radiators
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